Introduction
Proving possibility properties provides no useful information about a system. Why prove that it is possible for a user to press q on the keyboard and for a q subsequently to appear on the screen? We know that the user can always press the q key, and what good is knowing that a q might appear on the screen? What we want to prove is that no q appears on the screen unless a q is typed (a safety property), and that, if a q is typed, then a q eventually does appear (a liveness property).
However, we do not reason about a system; we reason about a mathematical model of a system. A possibility property can provide a sanity check on our model. Proving that it is always possible for a press(q) action to occur tells us something useful about the model. In general, we want to prove that a model allows the occurrence of actions representing events that the system cannot prevent.
We present a method for proving that it is always possible for some state or action eventually to occur. This seems to be the most useful class of possibility properties. We rst describe the general approach, which applies to any formalism with a linear-time semantics. We then show how the method is used with TLA, the Temporal Logic of Actions 8] , and prove a relative completeness result.
Possibility properties pose no problem in formalisms based on branchingtime semantics 4]. However, it is impossible to assert in linear-time temporal logic that something is always possible 6]. It is therefore not obvious how to prove possibility properties in the formalisms that we consider, which are based on linear-time semantics.
2 Possibility and Closure
Closure and Safety
We begin by reviewing some basic concepts of linear-time temporal logic 10]. A behavior is an in nite sequence of states or of events|for now, it doesn't matter which. The meaning ] ] of a temporal-logic formula is a Booleanvalued function on behaviors. We say that the behavior satis es i (if and only if) ] ]( ) equals true. Formula is valid, written j = , i every behavior satis es . To use temporal logic to specify (a mathematical model of) a system, we consider states to represent possible system states and events to represent possible system actions, so a behavior represents a conceivable execution of a system. A system is speci ed by a formula that is satis ed by precisely those behaviors that represent a legal system execution.
Boolean operations on formulas are de ned in the obvious way; for ex-
We de ne 2 to be the formula that is satis ed by a behavior i every su x of satis es , and we de ne 3 to be satis ed by i some su x of satis es . The operators 2 and 3 are read always and eventually, respectively. We de ne ; by ; = 2( ) 3 ). Let S 1 be the set of all behaviors, let S be the set of all nite behaviors ( nite pre xes of elements of S 1 ), let \ " be concatenation of sequences, and let < mean that is a nite pre x of the behavior . The closure C( ) of a formula is de ned by
where 8 < is universal quanti cation over all nite pre xes of . Thus, a behavior satis es C( ) i every nite pre x of can be extended to a behavior that satis es . The following proposition follows easily from (1).
Proposition 1 For any formulas and :
A safety formula is one that equals its closure. Thus, a safety formula is satis ed by a behavior i every pre x of can be extended to a behavior satisfying . Intuitively, a safety property constrains only the nite behavior of a system|any behavior that fails to satisfy fails at some speci c instant. More precisely, is a safety property i 
Possibility
We now de ne a class of possibility properties and relate them to closure. The properties are of the form always possibly P, meaning that at all times during an execution of the system, it is possible for P eventually to become true. In linear-time temporal logic, it is impossible to write a formula whose meaning is always possibly P 6] . However, for any particular system, we can write a formula asserting that always possibly P holds for behaviors of that system. More precisely, we can de ne a formula P (P) such that always possibly P holds for the system speci ed by i P (P) is valid.
Intuitively, always possibly P holds for a system i , at any point during any execution of the system, it is possible to choose some particular way of continuing the execution that makes P eventually hold. In other words, if is the pre x of a behavior satisfying the system's speci cation , there exists a behavior such that satis es , and P holds at some point in . We can therefore de ne P (P) by
Our method of proving possibility properties is based on the following result. It and all subsequent propositions are proved in the appendix.
Proposition 2 If :P is a safety property, then j = (C( ) ) C(C( )^23P)) ) P (P)
We will use this result when P] ]( ) depends only on the rst one or two elements of . By (2), :P is a safety property for such a P.
3 Proving Possibility Properties in TLA TLA also has an operator 9 9 9 9 9 9, where 9 9 9 9 9 9x : is essentially with variable x hidden. The system speci ed by 9 9 9 9 9 9x : satis es a possibility property i does, so we ignore the 9 9 9 9 9 9 operator here. Using 9 9 9 9 9 9 , we can express P (P) and C( ) as TLA formulas, for any formulas and P. Propositions 1 and 2 can then be proved by temporal-logic reasoning.
Closures of TLA formulas are computed using the following result. N . It can be argued that any speci cation that models a real implementation should be machine closed, and that possibility properties need be proved only for a model of an implementation, not for a high-level speci cation.
The Proof Method
We now show how to use Propositions 1, 2, and 3 to prove possibility properties of the form P (P) for a state predicate P, where equals Init^2 N ] v^F , and C( ) equals Init^2 N ] v . For any action A, formula P (A) is equivalent to P (Enabled ( N ] v^A ) ). Hence, our method can be used to prove properties P (A) for arbitrary actions A.
To prove P (P), we nd an action M and a conjunction G of fairness properties such that
and for which we can use Proposition 3 to prove
We then deduce P (P) as follows. To prove (4), we use the TLA rules from Figure 5 (page 888) of 8].
We now show that this proof method is complete relative to non-temporal reasoning about actions. This means that if all the necessary valid action formulas can be proved, then every valid formula P (P) is provable. We write` to mean that formula is provable from Propositions 1, 2, and 3 and the rules in 8].
Our results assume only that valid actions in some class of expressible formulas are provable. We assume that expressible terms and formulas are closed under the operations of rst-order logic (conjunction, quanti cation, etc.), priming, and forming tuples. Relative completeness results for programming logics are generally based on some form of predicate transformer analogous to the sin operator of 7] . For any action A and state predicate P, the state predicate sin(A; P) can be de ned by 
Conclusion
Proving possibility properties provides a way of checking that the mathematical models we make of our systems are sensible. For real time speci cations, an important possibility property is nonZenoness, which asserts that it is always possible for time to advance. The relation between possibility and closure was rst observed for nonZenoness in 1]. Our method generalizes a method described there for proving nonZenoness.
Propositions 1 and 2 are independent of TLA. They can be used for proving possibility properties in any trace-based speci cation method for which closures can be computed. It is easy to compute closures when specications are written as certain kinds of transition systems. For example, the closure of (the temporal-logic formula corresponding to) a B uchi automaton 2] with a strongly connected state graph is the automaton obtained by making every state an accepting state. The closure of a speci cation written as a state transition system 5, 9] is obtained by removing the fairness properties, if those properties are expressed as fairness conditions on transitions. We do not know of any practical method for computing the closure of arbitrary temporal-logic formulas, or of transition systems with arbitrary temporal formulas as fairness requirements. We do not know how to prove possibility properties for traditional temporal-logic speci cations 10]. ( 3 ) Proof: By the hypothesis that :P is a safety property and (2) 
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